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An ABC’s Research introduction

I sat down with my mother at the front of the café, at the table just behind the cash
register. Before ordering, I was greeted by two cups of different beverages. I was provided with
my complementary water and my complementary hot tea. Mom only had tea. All the ABCs
would always just drink cold water, but I felt mature. A little while after ordering, my warm cup
of Hong Kong milk tea arrived. In total, I had a whopping three beverages that I could drink
from while chowing down on my French toast and my rice noodles. Yet, I could never beat mom
at the amount of tea that she could drink. I was always baffled at how my mother could gulp
down the hot tea right after it has been poured. She would immediately call the waiter to refill
her teacup. And at the end of eating, my mother would always refill the teacups. She told me,
“You never leave the tea cup not filled to the top.” “Even if you don’t drink it?” I asked. “Yes,
even if you don’t drink it.” We left the café and made sure we had our MetroCards and headed
off to the subway station as I held our cart of groceries. I wanted to know why despite my
mother’s bad knees, that made her travel so far to see a doctor. The doctor’s Chinese was not that
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good, so the doctor talked to me in English. I assume that he was an American born Chinese, just
like me. He told me that my mother’s knees were slowly deteriorating.
Our doctors were situated in Chinatown, which was an hour and a half from home. We
had to walk the many flights on the subway station stairs and walked a good distance from the
bus stop to home. For my mom, the best choy (leafy greens) are sold in Chinatown, the good
doctors are in Chinatown, the pharmacies are in Chinatown, and most of all for my mother, the
good rice noodles were there. For me, it was Mott street’s Hong Kong café that made the trip
seem all worthwhile. The milk tea and French toast was a perfect meal after my departure from
the doctor’s office. What made the food taste better than at home was not the chef’s superiority
of cooking skills over my mother, but in fact, the feeling of feeling an unfamiliar hominess when
eating the food. Afterall, Mott St is lined with an abundance of mom-and-pop shops, restaurants,
and bakeries that are always ready to receive visitors. It was this feeling of being home at a cafe
an hour and a half from my actual dwelling that intrigued me, a story that was waiting to be
unraveled only by talking to the people behind the establishment which provides me with the HK
milk tea and French toast I so enjoy.
This undergraduate level ethnography centers on the Lower East Side neighborhood of
Chinatown in New York City. I live an hour and thirty away from Chinatown, but I have been
there all my life. The doctor, the pharmacy, and the grocer are there. Yet, the words that I use to
describe Chinatown in this paper can never be fully encapsulated without the use of my halffluency in Cantonese Chinese, thus, this essay only provides a small glimpse into the world of
Chinese Americans, which are the busy streets of Chinatown that are situated in downtown
Manhattan. My Cantonese has never been perfect, even when talking to my parents. As I
translate my experiences of Chinatown into the academic world, I translate my curiosity of
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unspoken or silenced histories and current events to my native language to connect with the
small business owners and workers of Chinatown as well. My parents who are 58 and 55 who
came to the United States 30 years ago have partly internalized the hate against our community,
a hate that has only grown during the pandemic. They tell me, “Chinese people do not help other
Chinese people.” I wanted to understand why my parents has this pessimistic view of the
Chinese community and how the pandemic changed that explore this silence and see what leaks
out of this silence or what happens in place of it, through a historical analysis of Chinatowns in
the US and the narratives of the small business owners and workers of Chinatown.
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Buying choy and bao with my mother. Photos by Kate Sum.
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Empty Teacups –
peril in Chinatown

The Pandemic
The optimism to start my senior research project that was supposed to explore the vitality
of Chinatown diminished when the world took a turn for the worst. On March 11, 2020, the
World Health Organization declared COVID-19, the disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2, a
pandemic. Anti-Asian sentiment was mounting from the idea that the virus had originated in a
wet market in Wuhan, China. Chinese people and other people of Asian descent had become the
scapegoat.
I crossed the streets of Chinatown a month or two after my arrival back into NYC from
college. All my colleagues including myself were required to move off campus because of the
dangers of the college campus being a hotspot of COVID-19 transmission. The feeling of
displacement was mutual for everyone who had moved back home, yet I felt a gaze casted upon
myself from people on the streets who might have thought it was my people, Chinese people,
who supposedly brought and spread the virus. Perhaps, I was excessively hyperaware, ready to
protect myself from racist violence by It was my community that felt displaced once again, a
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revival of the Yellow Peril and sentiments that brought upon the Chinese Exclusion Act. As I
saw the attacks on elderly Asian people and many racist troll attacks on Asians on social media
while in lockdown, I saw a revival of a second Yellow Peril, a revival of the Chinese Exclusion
Act. Once a refuge for the low-income immigrants and an elderly population, the Chinese
enclaves of NYC have become a danger zone. They have become prone to racist and xenophobic
attacks which have been fueled by then US president Donald Trump and his administration’s
words and actions. The support of using the terms “Kung Flu” and “Chinese Virus” ascribe
ethnicity to the virus. The pervasiveness of the terms is no different than the terms “chink” and
“gook,” racial slurs used to target people of East Asian descent. Yet, its political obscurity of
being a term that causes hate violence towards Asian Americans allows it to be even more
effective as a weapon of demonization and injury. However, hate and discrimination runs even in
systems of welfare distribution and policy. Moreover, media coverage on the coronavirus in
China exacerbated fears of outbreak and disease among Chinese communities throughout the
world. It was also a revival of previous disease outbreak where the scapegoats were a targeted
group of marginalized peoples. In the 20th century, news of cholera epidemic heightened worries
about Chinese filth. The newspaper in San Francisco issued frequent reports of a national cholera
epistemic, detailing weekly death tolls in major Eastern cities and the rapid spread of cholera
westward (Nayan Shah 2001, 21).
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Pell Street nearly empty in the days after an attack on a 55-year-old Asian woman, in June 2021. Photograph:
Mike Segar/Reuters (The Guardian)

In the broader efforts to recognize the severity of the pandemic and its impact, health
experts organized city-wide announcements to draw attention to safety protocols which included
masking and washing hands, providing an infrastructure of safety amidst the collapse of the
economy and the rise of political tensions within local and state governments. Yet the sterility of
the protocols led to a spread of local fear, turning a blind eye to the lives of those who attempted
to work until they became too old to work. The frequenters, residents, workers, and business
owners of the once bustling Chinatown were surely taken aback and ignored. It is important to
note that “Health officials’ worries about the route of contamination of laboring bodies and
manufactured commodities demonstrated obsessive concern with the leakage of seemingly strict
borders between the traditional, dangerous, and recalcitrant zone of Chinatown and the rest of the
modernizing city” (Shah, 64). The closing of small immigrant businesses in Chinatown coupled
with the increasing reports of hate and harm incidents against Asian Americans, specifically
elderly was not recognized during the health crisis. Stop AAPI Hate, a national coalition that
became the authority on gathering data on racially motivated attacks related to the pandemic,
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received 9,081 incident reports between March 19, 2020, and this June. Of those, 4,548 occurred
last year, and 4,533 this year. Since the coronavirus was first reported in China, people of Asian
and Pacific Islander descent have been treated as scapegoats solely based on their race (NPR
2021). As Cathy Park Hong, a Korean American poet stated, “We don’t have coronavirus. We
are coronavirus.” Auntie Liu, a worker at a bakery told me that many of the chufang lo (male
chefs) come from China so a lot of customers did not come during the pandemic, because of the
fear of contracting the coronavirus. She notes, “It was racist really. Everyone was really scared;
they were racist against Chinese people because they thought it was Chinese people’s fault.”
Alongside the soaring number in cases was the increasing number of deaths around the
world. The US surpassed the greatest number of cases and deaths than in any other country and
in the dense urban center of New York City, there was the largest number of cases than in any
other city. Thus, the city went on full lockdown from March to April 2020. Lockdown meant a
haven for some, who wanted to keep themselves and their loved ones safe at home. It meant that
anyone who step foot on the streets were exposed to imminent danger, one that could spread like
a wildfire, burning through families and whole communities. Shelter was the only barrier to this
mysterious sickness that seemed to take over the world within weeks. Yet what was considered a
guarantee of safety and security imposed a breakdown of communities as well. Distanced from
their customers, businesses, and workers, business owners in Chinatown were struggling to
adjust to a simulated apocalyptic world of the COVID pandemic without an economy of different
transactions, whether it was verbal interaction, business transaction, or marketing their own
livelihoods. The uncertainty of the virus lingered, but even more was the uncertainty of human
lives in the Chinatown that is either described as bustling or chaotic.
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Like many immigrant enclaves in American cities, New York’s Chinatown has always
been stereotyped as nothing more than an immigrant ghetto—a rundown residential
neighborhood or, at best, a culturally distinctive enclave. Chinatown lives between these two
extremes, like day and night. Although, just as day turns quickly into night, the attitudes towards
the culturally potent Chinatown turn into disgust and inferiority. One reason is that Chinatown is
a springboard from which immigrants, crippled by disadvantages related to immigration, can
jump into the mainstream or as a cultural center where ethnic-specific needs can be satisfied.
Until mass immigration began in the mid-196os, New York City’s Chinatown had primarily been
a residential enclave for first-generation Chinese Americans with a self-sustaining, small-scale
ethnic subeconomy (Min Zhou). For example, in many Chinatowns, there is a popular currency
that comes in the form of pharmacy bucks. Pharmacy bucks that can be used for grocery stores
and bakeries and pharmacy points that could be racked up to earn mini shopping carts. For many
low-income residents who rely on welfare such as Medicaid insurance, they can go to the doctor
several times to ask for medicine (the doctors usually prescribe the requested medicine) and thus,
are able to rack up points in exchange for the prizes, which usually consist of utilitarian house
items and currency that can be used at select Chinese grocers and bakeries. In addition to
currency, was a productive supply of immigrant Chinese workers. Workers who could only
speak Chinese and had no formal work experience rely on jobs in Chinatown.

Yum Cha
I have always been so excited to go to eat dim sum whenever my father was free and had
enough workers to take care of his business in the summer. He had his workers take his place in
managing his bakery, so he had time to drive me and my mother to the good dim sum places in
Brooklyn and in Chinatown. I thought, “Finally, my father had time to be with me and my
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mother.” Therefore, dim sum was not just any other food. It constituted an event, an event where
family reunites, not just another addition to the eat-together tradition at the dinner table, but a
ritual of belonging and an index of culture at the dining table. In Cantonese, dim sum is called
yum cha, which means “drink tea”. It is where uncles and aunties meet with their elderly parents
and talk about their own children and how they were doing in school. It is where extended
families gather since they have not seen each other in a while. The image of the steam emanating
from between a wooden lid and its steam basket as the dim sum cart lady brings the small dish to
the table comes to mind when talking about dim sum. The dish is placed at the center of the table
among the multiple other dim sum dishes. Subsequently, my parents would pick up some of the
dim sum dishes and place them on my plate. The line of social interactions continued at yum cha.
Once at the yum cha table, my mother told me that the tea cup should never be left empty, and
that it should always be filled. In one sense, the tea represented the warm and loud atmosphere of
the dim sum restaurant. To some, the atmosphere was chaotic: the dim sum carts were pushed by
dim sum ladies through the crowded with the managers who circled around tables to quickly put
away finished plates, children ran around chairs and tables, family members were drunk with
caffeine at the table. This all happened in a large dining hall under the large chandeliers that
illuminated the hall. The yum cha palace was always loud, with the cathartic feelings of
customers unfolding to communicate the stressors of daily life for the Chinese people in
America. Being at yum cha was ultimately a way to participate in the reproduction of cultural
practice.
Yum cha also provides a space to perform other rituals, where pre-celebratory tea is
drunk for birthdays and other special occasions. There was one time, a few years before the
pandemic when me and my family took the long escalators leading up to the top floor after my
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sister’s city hall wedding. At the top of the escalators was the largest yum cha place I have ever
been to. The restaurant was so big for no reason; bigger than any dim sum restaurant I have
ever been to. Afterall, Jing Fong had the biggest dining hall in New York and is one of the
largest employers of Chinese workers in Chinatown. At the official entrance at the top of the
escalators was one of the managers who was ready to receive us, ready to help celebrate the
wedded couple and their families who had just traveled all the way from city hall. Inside, the
large chandeliers and expansive red walls contrast from the restaurant’s small entrance, tucked
away on Elizabeth Street next to the small pharmacy that always sells its non-prescriptive
products for 30% off.
The intense chatter of Chinese families that always seemed to drown out the honking and
loudness of the outside seemed to disappear overnight when the pandemic came. The past
liveliness of the dim sum halls echoed liked ghosts in the desolate halls of Jing Fong during
lockdown as morning yum cha rituals were taken out of Chinese people’s mornings. Teacups
were not filled and thus, many dim sum restaurants had begun to temporarily or permanently
shut down. The halls were absent of the family functions that gave elders and the young children
an opportunity to depart from daily life and rejoice together during the weekend mornings and
afternoons. The elderly either left the house for only groceries or were kept in the safety of their
own homes by their families. The absence of a full room in the dining hall which could hold 794
people hit Jing Fong financially. The dim sum restaurant was already seeing a drastic drop in
sales before the mandate to shut down indoor dining was introduced last year. However, now, the
pandemic had exponentially devastated the business. Jing Fong saw its year-over-year sales drop
by 85% during the pandemic, resulting in a loss of about $5-6 million. Jing Fong's daily visitors
decreased due to the racism and xenophobia brought about by the current pandemic, as well as
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the decline of Chinatown tourism (Yahoo). In February 2020, third-generation owner Truman
Lam said he only saw 36 guests walk in even though the restaurant's indoor dining room can
legally hold up to 794 people. Because Jing Fong cannot sustain itself with the loss of the
community, which is its loss of its 10,000 weekly customers, the 28-year-old restaurant had to
close. Lam states, “I can’t make the numbers work” “There hasn’t been enough state and federal
aid to help us through this process, and you know, it’s just…it’s been too long,” (South China
Morning Post 2021) exemplifying the precarity felt by many struggling business owners during
the pandemic. The government did not provide enough aid for immigrant businesses, businesses
that are usually the only source of income for owners and workers. Most of these workers and
owners not only depend on business labor in Chinatown as a way to assimilate into a working
class or to gain income but also find cultural and lingual accessibility, a way to feel included in
Chinatown’s dynamic environment of immigrants, ABCs, and tourists. During the summer, a
year after the lockdown in New York City was lifted, I spoke to Annie, a worker at the Hong
Kong café that opened only a few years before the pandemic. She tells me that she needs to
support her parents and college education and lives from paycheck to paycheck. To not work
during lockdown meant there was no income coming in. What if her parents were undocumented
and did not have access to the welfare that was provided to New York residents? The idea of
insecurity during lockdown is haunting, as feelings of precarity are prompted by the necessities
to avoid the viral infection. The time created a gap between community members and thus, posed
as a detriment to the livelihood of Chinatown’s residents and workers.
At Jing Fong, manager Tammy Law says, “I’ve been working here for many years. Up to
now, it has been 20 years. I take care of the restaurant like bringing up a baby. It’s a shame.
Now, today is our last day” (SCMP Law). Law’s sadness in describing her last day at Jing Fong
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encapsulates a hopelessness of some of the older generations of Chinese people. As the video by
the South China Morning Post pans to the cookware and dishes being packed up in boxes, one
can tell that Law presents a smile through her mask, looking presentable to the media and at the
same time, perhaps thinking about her next steps after being displaced from her workplace,
which is her “baby,” a place for familial relations, and a homey space for many. This sense of
precarity and the idea of “an end of an era” in one sense, filters out feelings of resentment as the
forced removal of Jing Fong is marketed as natural by the landlords and the unexpected
pandemic. The removal and displacement of Jing Fong’s workers is the removal of their
livelihoods, their income, and their everyday purpose, which is to work for the betterment of not
just their own lives but also their families as well.

Noah Devereaux
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Jing Fong is a representative of the union between the workers of Chinatown. As a business in
Chinatown that has its roots in the Upper West Side of Manhattan, it maintains that morning and
afternoon belongs to the masses, the working class of Chinatown. And it is the individual
workers of Jing Fong that sustain this monument. Physically, Jing Fong ironically has a small
business character given its seemingly small exterior. However, when one looks inside, it may be
the biggest dim sum restaurant they have ever seen.
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Stale Bao –
the “natural” death of Chinatown’s businesses

Birthday cakes
Dim sum is a verb object word that comes from a romanization of the Cantonese word 點
⼼, which literally, means “touch of the heart.” I recall during the lockdown in New York, I was
at home taking my college course on Zoom. My parents were home with me because the mall
that my parents’ bakery was in had to shut down in New Jersey. It was during my Zoom class
that they had brought me some steamed bao (bread), which are normally served as dim sum at
yum cha, from the bakery from Avenue U, a predominantly Chinese neighborhood in Brooklyn.
It was not the same. They were bought frozen and steamed at home. I bit into them, savoring the
white fluffy bread I had not had since before the lockdown. The food itself touched my heart in
the way that I reminisced about being at yum cha. But why does yum cha have to be in the
distant past and in memory rather than the current? Will it ever be the same again? The bao were
not the same as the ones at yum cha. I left them by my side, and they hardened almost
immediately as they sat by the windowsill. The usual intensity of the air conditioners of the yum
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cha dining hall never seemed to make the steaming hot bao that came directly from the dim sum
carts to the table cold and hard. The bao in Chinatown were still being sold but they were only
sold through pickup orders. The connection of the dim sum cart ladies to the dim sum was
crucial. The action of the dim sum ladies simply presenting the dim sum to the table represented
the string of social relations that aided in the creation of the dim sum that unfolds before. At yum
cha, whenever the dim sum ascended out of the metal cart, there was an excitement of receiving
the food. Marx noted that the external commodity is an illusion because it is fetishized (Marx
1887). It is in fact a reproduction of social relations that is compressed in the commodity. From
the dim sum chef’s kitchen to the dim sum lady’s cart or the manager’s hands, the act of carrying
dim sum to the table and stamping the receipt on the table to signify which dim sum was carried
over composes the ritual of eating dim sum. It is a consolidation of the social relations that are
full of life. These social relations were transformed via New York’s lockdown, causing a
displacement of the bearers of dim sum from their jobs, which was perhaps their only source of
income. Social relations were fractured as the stale bao and the empty teacups were the only
objects that seemingly connected me to the dim sum servers through memory, people that would
bring me my plates of dim sum.
Without the reproduction of the social relations that is spurred by the warm and full
atmosphere of the yum cha dining hall, dim sum was becoming just another food item, one that
is distancing the laborer from the consumer, ultimately disrupting the lives of the many elderly
Chinese people that would normally wake up at five or six o’clock in the morning just to have
early dim sum at Chinese cafes and restaurants. Just as the atypical breakfast, lunch, and dinner
schedule in the US, dim sum serves as a marker for eating breakfast or lunch in a person’s day.
Without a constant cultural reminder of dim sum, there is a disruption in the temporal and spatial
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connection to the workers of the dim sum places, people that are usually a part of a person’s
mornings in Chinatown.
The removal of the daily routine of sitting at the bakeries and cafes was detrimental to the
lives of the elderly as the Chinese community in the city has a large and concentrated aging
population. My grandparents would stay in their apartment in Brooklyn, too nervous to venture
out onto Chinatown’s streets to buy groceries and see their doctors. It was during lockdown that I
wondered how my grandparents were doing, not being able to walk the streets to exercise or run
errands for themselves as they usually did before the pandemic. Being old is a vulnerability as
viral infection could affect more vulnerable immune systems. Moreover, the anti-Asian
sentiments prompted most elderly people to stay home. Elderly Chinese people are described as
a symbol of Chinatown due to their histories of attachment to this ethnic enclave. This
impermanence of the vulnerable elderly in a global pandemic brings about the anxiety of the
younger generations who take care of their elders.
Moreover, few bakeries were open, diverting closed bakeries’ usual clientele to theirs, a
health risk that the bakeries that closed would not take. These bakeries closed as workers and
business owners remained hypervigilant to avoid the virus because disease meant a halt to their
daily activity. Being infected would prevent these workers and owners from providing for their
family in other ways such as applying for unemployment and keeping up with the news to update
protective measures or gather resources for themselves and their families. Although, families
were isolated in their homes, severed from the socializing atmosphere of Chinatown. The
absence of loudness of the streets during lockdown also meant that the reproduction of social
relations had been cut off. Thus, the bao that sat in the hands of people waiting to be eaten was
served through an infrastructure of safety and sterility, a contrast to the satisfaction and care in
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picking and buying or selling bao for workers and customers. Sitting and waiting for calls after
having baking fresh batches of bao and pastries made up bakery owner Lam’s workday. The
methods of drawing in customers through open doors and the fragrant smells of bao that would
emanate from the kitchen to the entrance of the bakeries seemed to be dreamlike, one that existed
before COVID and that was broken after the pandemic had engulfed the world.
Contrary to the theme of loss and upsets during the pandemic, this disruption of a prepandemic life brings about a discussion of the breaking of social relations and what is being
formed from this destruction. In the journal Anthropology for Action, Erica Baffelli and Frederik
Schröer note that absences can create feelings of belonging. They suggest, “Such feelings are
engendered not by the absence of a presence, as in the absence of intimate others, or the inability
of travelling to see them.” They argue that instead, in this situation they are produced by
the presence of absence, that is by a shared experience of being in an overwhelming situation of
absence” (Erica Baffelli and Frederik Schröer 2021). Thus, the accentuation of a connection
towards a cultural belonging is ironically enhanced through the social and temporal disconnect
prompted by the pandemic. These shared experiences create a smaller space to grow an ironic
intimacy with one’s own culture, as there is a need to alleviate a cultural stress. During the
lockdown, some businesses in Chinatown still operated. Auntie Lam, a small bakery shop owner
notes, “It was sad to be unable to see my customers, the usual ones. We had no eat-in, but at least
we had deliveries. We still were running. You don’t want the people to be upset. At least, people
could have their birthday cake!” The phone was the sole means of communication between the
customers and business owners and workers, a way in which people could receive their birthday
cake. As I was analyzing Lam’s statements after my interview with her, I realized I did not stop
to think about what she meant by “birthday cake”. Did she mean a metaphorical birthday cake?
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Or was it the actual birthday cakes that the bakery sells? Or both? Almost all Chinese bakeries
usually have birthday cakes that are usually adorned with fruit and icing displayed behind the
glass casing right next to the cash register. And it was during this period of lockdown, that these
cakes were not shown to the customers. Perhaps, it was actual birthday cakes that were sold at
select bakeries such as Lam’s during COVID, but only by pickup. In my eyes, Lam’s birthday
cake was a representation of the passing of everyday life, a way to celebrate in the face of the
pandemic. The glass case was not filled with display cakes and pastries, thus in place of the
physical aspects of everyday life that is taken for granted, the actions of prompting feelings of
loss in fact, create a reflective moment for the customer. Lam acknowledges this by noting her
birthday cake, a word that I understood as a metaphor in this case. The action of selection was
taken from the customer, just as the dim sum carts were taken by lockdown and the pandemic to
ensure social distancing and prevent infection. To obtain bao and pastries from the bakery, the
act of adhering to a social distancing might accentuate the practicality of safety and survival, but
it seems that it cannot fully replace the idea of a cultural repetition of birthdays and eating baos
in the moment of the pandemic.

Chinatown’s Atomization
Lockdown lifted gradually in waves and by the summer of 2021, most people were out on
the streets. There was an increased amount of foot traffic. Chinatown was crowded, a contrast to
the images of the barren enclave during the lockdown and eve a little while right after the
lockdown. Even when lockdown lifted, initially, there were no dim sum carts for fear of viral
transmission and perhaps the dim sum ladies were still getting unemployment checks in place of
working. Even after the lockdown, which occurred in waves of what institutions constituted safe
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and necessary places to visit as the pandemic progressed, Chinatown still seemed to be isolated
from the modernizing city. There was income coming in, but a danger of contracting COVID.
There was a shortage of workers as well. There were crowds of tourists and customers covering
the streets and sidewalks of Canal Street. As for the business owners and workers of Chinatown,
conducting business is a way of life. The culture of never stopping to take a break when working
was prevalent in Chinatown, especially after the lockdown. However, the boom in consumerism
subverts the narratives of the very people that serve to provide customers a cathartic escape from
the boundaries of COVID’s lockdown. The rush to support small businesses was an incentive for
people to leave their homes and into a renewed world, where it was people’s duty to “revitalize
Chinatown.” The hashtag #supportsmallbusinesses was trending on social media, an effort to
make known the importance of supporting an economy where immigrant workers and lowincome workers must draw from to sustain their own livelihoods. Even though there was a
newfound consciousness to uphold a struggling economy of blue-collar workers and the Asian
American minority, there was still a cognitive dissonance. As usual, there was a disconnect
between the media and reality, which is the lives of Chinatown’s business owners. Even though
the publicization of narratives created a newfound visibility, there seemed to be an unseen
discrepancy, and it was the struggles of workers and shop owners. Uncle Bob tells me that the
price of choy (leafy greens) has tripled because truck drivers are paid more as there is an increase
in demand for workers to work during the pandemic. The shortage of workers put a pressure on
small shop owners to not make the means to keep up with consumer demand and to make surplus
value, but to garner funds that can simply sustain the business. Bakery owner Miss Ho says,
“First of all, there are no workers are coming out. Why do they have to come out when they have
unemployment? Why do people want to risk getting the virus? Of course, then we must up the
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price in order to stay open.” Other business owners and workers say “It’s so expensive to hire
workers” and that “Unemployment was $300 a week, of course no one would want to go back to
work! The workers don’t want to work.” Chinatown is still a low-income neighborhood, its
growth impeded despite decades of revitalization efforts. The repetition of narratives became one
with the world of media, and thus, lost in the mix of liberal empowerment, an ironic outcome
from efforts towards visibility. All shop owners could do to allay economic stress during the
ongoing pandemic is to cater to an increasing consumerism, as unemployment is for a limited
time. #Supportsmallbusinesses has become a part of the consumerist mentality, another excuse,
or rather means of continuing the capitalist engine. The hashtag has been commodified and thus,
Chinatown is placed as a cultural center that does not sustain lives but instead a valorized
cultural education to tourists and non-Chinatown residents alike. It was a consumerist activism
that was tied in a fraught environment of exoticization and cultural marginalization, and
essentially demonstrated limits of commodification in relation to community building in
Chinatown.
The social relations were still cut off between the customer and the Chinatown business
owner or worker. The forced reproduction of labor and culture put pressure on the business
owners and workers. The commodity is even more fetishized as the social is cut off. According
to Henry, a longtime restaurant goer of a specific restaurant. His interactions with the restaurant
workers were more transactional and the way that he and his friends had to buy something, such
as a bottle of water to use the bathroom. A sense of disillusionment to returning customers is felt
as restaurant policies change, becoming more transactional and catering to the general tourist
model. Another example of this is the tension between the customer and the worker. I spectate as
I sit at the café at the corner that meets two of the busiest streets in Chinatown. The worker
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speaks with a loud a voice to an elderly Chinese lady who decides to pick the hot foods at the
machine without seeking help from a worker, perhaps to prevent the lady from getting hurt or to
scold the lady. The old lady is taken aback by the sudden command and yells back and leaves the
shop angrily. This tension perhaps points to the stressors of working during a post-lockdown
pandemic. The tension suddenly made more sense to me as I walked the the busy streets in the
post-lockdown summer. I walked along the Mott Street and its neighboring streets. There were 4
For Rent signs, 5 For Lease signs, and 4 Space signs. The “For Rent” signs were omnipresent in
a place where Chinese immigrants have been working for generations, marketing their own
business as intergenerational mom and pop shops.

The Encroaching City
It is important to note that Chinatown is an ethnic enclave born of exclusion (guardian).
The world for Chinese business owners and workers was always small through Chinatown’s
tight knit connections and geographical boundaries, but the people of Chinatown had made it
work. However, Chinatown’s physical openness and barrenness during lockdown made people
feel that Chinatown was socially smaller now, with less tight-knit relationships. In relation to the
modernizing city, Chinatown was increasingly becoming phased out of the present as different
timelines are considered by the city government and real estate developers. And of course, the
city would be there to bury the remains of the community. The lockdown was a liminal period
for people’s lives in the city. However, there is a difference between places mostly occupied by
white populations and places occupied by immigrants and low-income people. Predominantly
white and middle-income neighborhoods like Soho are legitimized as places of permanence
while Chinatown is seen as a district of precarity and uncertainty. In other words, Chinatown has
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been delegitimized by the structurally violent and implicit actions of the city. The uncertainty
brought on by the pandemic has been detrimental, causing existing inequalities to be accentuated
without solution. Because of the historical xenophobia and racism against Chinese people in the
US, the city’s goals are in fact oppositional to methods of livelihood in several ways in
Chinatown. For example, the city government already clashes with Chinatown’s residents and
business owners’ subletting in apartments and loophole methods of avoiding a tax on sold goods.
The city has little jurisdiction over these circumstances of business practices, a resistance and
legitimacy created by these business owners and residents in Chinatown. Therefore, the city’s
ability to find solutions that uplift Chinatown rather than control it through policing
infrastructure are called into question. In other words, for the city, the chaos of Chinatown is to
be controlled. Their plans to uplift Chinatown or the area in which it is in becomes a finding of a
solution to address the problems the city has historically with Chinatown. Chinatown was
already characterized as a district of precarity by city officials and the media because of its
infrastructural problems caused by the lack of attention from the city government. These
inequalities, which are exacerbated by the pandemic, now give the city a chance to “fix”
Chinatown. The narrative of a withering enclave in New York City has been perpetuated even
before the pandemic, but now, the agents of the city are now closing in on its fossilization.
With the necessities to curb viral infection, the city government established more policing
structures to enforce lockdown measures There was an enforcement of mask wearing and
curfews. The municipal government’s attempts to regulate certain spaces demonstrated the
limitations of public health interest in justifying legal and administrative practices (Shah).
Meanwhile, the modernizing city started to engulf Chinatown, attempting to hold on to and take
advantage of what it could just as the pandemic did to the world in what seemed like an
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overnight event. Chinatown was being slowly absorbed into the mainstream through a behind the
scenes lens of eviction and the continuation of urban development planning and projects. The
plans were similar to that of the plans to change the neighboring Lower East Side, which was
rapidly being gentrified by real-estate developers who want to cater to the large group of middleclass white people who are looking to move into the city. Department stores such as Target and
Marshalls masquerade as smaller stores that occupy spaces next to small businesses on the
Lower East Side. As not only a present cultural epicenter for Chinese people in the city
Chinatown was also a refuge for Chinese immigrants and low-income residents, essentially a
place of disposal that was expected to putrefy the city’s lowlifes and criminals that contaminate
the city. It is synonymous to the idea that Chinatowns were impervious to progress and was
instead “liable to rot and regress like the enervated Chinese empire across the pacific” (Shah,
43). Now, the city was quick to put plaques on the closing businesses. The city was slow in
mandating a masking policy that angered communities of privilege and power, but now was
quick to use COVID-19 as a mask for the development of their own goals. The city’s non-actions
and actions are implicit in leaving a Chinatown that is exponentially being necrotized by the
pandemic and the city itself.
Chinatown occupies a particular part of the city. The largely low-income immigrant
neighborhood is situated in downtown Manhattan, not too far from its financial district of Wall
Street, Tribeca, East and right next to SoHo. It is a small village, sandwiched in between wealthy
neighborhoods and its extension of the increasingly gentrified Lower East Side. In addition to the
dynamic relationships between neighborhoods, Chinatown is a community that struggles with its
internal dynamics, with its own agents linked to the encroaching city that it is implicated in.
Envisioned as a small village within the larger metropolis, Chinatown’s distinctive actors are its
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landlords and the large working class. Jonathan Chu of the Chu family represents the rich, the
“old money” that presides over Chinatown’s spaces through their ownership of multiple
properties in Chinatown. Another actor implicated in the processes of the constantly changing
Chinatown is the city government. The New York City government has jurisdiction over the
many construction projects targeted to rebuild and demolish old structures in place of new ones.
Of these construction projects is the modernization or the revitalization of Chinatown.
Historically, against the yardstick of the middle-class white ideal, Chinese residential practices
were designated as deviant and a sign of inhumanity (Shah, 19). This classification of Chinese
people has evolved into a more subtle objectification of Chinese peoples and their culture in
Chinatown. It has carried into a present-day justification of rebuilding over the old or simply
demolishing the old completely.
The lockdown was a liminal period in which Chinatown was inert. It was fossilizing,
seemingly only to be acknowledged by the city as a hit to the tourism industry rather as a
detriment to the lives of Chinatown business owners, workers, and residents. At the same time,
there was a sense of impending doom for many of Chinatown’s residents and workers as the
welfare given by the national government and the city was not sufficient to support businesses
and individuals and their families. According to a Chinatown regular that I spoke with after the
lockdown, she noted that a lot of businesses closed because they did not want to take out the
loans. Welfare given to businesses was given in the form of loans, funds that would eventually
have to be paid back. Loans is representative of a citizen’s tie the US government, a debt that the
business owners of Chinatown did not want to be bound by, especially with the decline of
business during the pandemic’s start. They instead subsisted, like many, on the unemployment
checks granted by the government. Thus, many businesses despite their economic stability in
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Chinatown for many generations, decide to slip away. The city was able to further mobilize their
own vision of a Chinatown during the lockdown, a redetermination of Chinatown’s borders, and
a displacement for the working-class peoples of Chinatown. On the same note, the city
government deployed a loan program funded by the Small Business Services Department. In
November 2020, they launched a $35 million loan program where businesses could receive up to
$100,000 in subsidized loans. However, to qualify, businesses need to have fewer than 100
employees and be in a low-to-moderate-income ZIP code. Not all areas of Chinatown—a "hardhit" neighborhood that was affected by the pandemic were included (Gothamist 2021). The ZIP
code 10013, the area in which parts of Chinatown which includes parts of SoHo and Tribeca, is
listed as among the wealthiest in the country. But the city's population database shows one area
in the omitted ZIP code—census tract 29—has a median household income of a little over
$27,000 in parts of Chinatown that do not qualify for the new loan program. Nearly 42% of
families rely on social security and almost 47% have used food stamp benefits in the past year in
that area, census data shows (Gothamist 2021). The selective loan program during the pandemic
emphasized the ways in which the welfare system already had a problem. It neglected to consider
the discrepancies of income when it came to Chinatown.
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Zip code 10013. Google Maps.

As the pandemic and lockdown accelerated the degradation of Chinatown’s economy and
community during the ongoing pandemic, a there was a growing sense of Chinatown as a
naturally dying out tourist destination, not even a place where people live, Chinese Americans
and their homes and businesses. It was becoming a necropolis. Chinatown business owners,
workers, and residents’ precarity and fixation on recovery was taken advantage of by the city
government’s long-awaited plan to expand a place of incarceration on White Street, right on the
edge of Chinatown—the Manhattan Detention Complex. It was a step towards a Chinatown
fueled by carcerality, perfect in the background of an overpolicing of communities of color to
ensure people followed lockdown curfews and protocols despite the dilapidating conditions of
low-income housing in Chinatown and the lower side of Manhattan, in general. The chaos of the
loud booming dim sum restaurant during yum cha was now being indirectly controlled by the
city and the Chu family. Foucault, disciplining institution that rivals the warm sociability and
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generative economic activity of dim sum and small businesses, we are getting this disciplinary
institution that is power.

City projects such as the SoHo/NoHo plan include the rezoning of these neighborhoods
that are right next to Chinatown. Where there is money, there is opportunity for bigger public
infrastructures to capitalize on, and that is thorough the SoHo/NoHo Neighborhood Plan.
According to the city government’s website, the plan includes “celebrating and modernizing
SoHo/NoHo's role in the city's arts, culture, and creative economy by supporting live-work and
arts/cultural spaces and guiding building shapes and sizes that respond to neighborhood context
and enhance historic character” (nyc.gov). The key terms in this description are “supporting,”
“cultural,” and “enhance.” These terms are terms that allude to innovation and the renewal of
SoHo and NoHo.

The proximity of these wealthy neighborhoods to Chinatown makes the plan even more
ambiguous. City planners say that the rezoning of SoHo and NoHo does not include Chinatown
(cityandstateny). However, when someone enters Chinatown through Centre Street and Canal
Street, which are the two of the main streets of Chinatown, they inevitably pass by SoHo.
Tourism flows back and forth between the two locations. The two neighborhoods are linked
through the tourist sphere, so to rezone one neighborhood is to ultimately affect another. After
the lockdown on one hot summer day as I walked out of SoHo, I saw multiple street vendors that
sold counterfeit luxury goods lining the street. The persistence to sell these counterfeit luxury
brands in a sense, resembled Chinese vendors’ reclamation of an identity of business or
legitimate business presence denied by the wealthy neighboring SoHo brand name stores which
sold some of these goods or catered to the people who owned the store-bought versions of these
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items. As a means of subsistence to market products directly to tourists by shouting out luxury
brands signaled a means of being able to market themselves as not representatives of the luxury
brand itself but as proprietors of their own brand as luxury goods are not normally sold by
shouting their brand name to a crowd. Undeniably, Chinatown, although contrasting from the
uniform white buildings of SoHo, is connected to this neighborhood as a tourist partner. The sole
inclusion of Chinatown for a developing tourist industry is to continue to its reputation as an
immigrant-ghetto which is stuck in time. It perpetuates the image of the immigrant reproducing
culture for others to absorb it. Thus, to keep up with tourist demand, the city must control
Chinatown in some way, a reforming of Chinatown through the neighboring SoHo. It is a plan
that glosses over is the presence of Chinese businesses and residential areas.

Soho/Noho Rezoning. Photo by NYC Planning.
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Soho has already been vastly modernized or “enhanced” by its brand name stores such as
Prada, Nike, Uniqlo, etc. Thus, there is a question of what historical aspects city planners are
envisioning to be transformed. Chinatown would be an outlier when it comes to the idea of
historicalness in the Soho area. The idea of enhancing the historical is paradoxical. To “enhance”
the historical implies highlighting the historical features of Chinatown, which are not explicitly
explained on the website. Therefore, the idea of renewing of the historical points to the
gentrification. One can see the “natural” gentrification of Chinatown, a “natural” decline and
death rather than of a forced removal of business workers and residents. At the same time, the
idea alludes to the idea of fossilizing Chinatown. According to Visacovsky, since disaster
disrupts temporal continuity, the current time is perceived as ‘frozen’ and the future cannot be
imagined, which implies installing a time of crisis. He further notes, “Social crises are liminal
moments in which a given order that is considered normal or desired is dissolved, breaks down,
is affected by a decomposition or imbalance and has to be restored” (Sergio Eduardo
Visacovsky). It was before the pandemic that city officials thought that Chinatown had to be
controlled through development projects, which did not usually directly help the Chinatown
community through direct and personal action. Thus, the city’s conception of revitalizing a
community is through a restoration of oppression, another ostracization of the marginalized,
those who currently live in the ethnic enclave for that very same reason.
The city’s emphasis on a preservation of a historical character ignores the living present,
the lives of workers, and residents of lower Manhattan, and especially Chinatown. It aims to
subvert the idea of placemaking for Chinese people, a mask of helping Chinatown when it is
instead building over the graves of Chinese people who depend on the geographical springboard.
As agents that are representative of collective wealth and power, the Chu family is inevitably tied
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to city projects that attempt to draw in tourism and attempt to grapple with the supposed chaos of
Chinatown, “a deviant transplantation of the traditional East in the modern Western city” (Shah,
43). Therefore, the agenda of the city government must reconcile with Chinatown through
finding ways to control a breakout of the immigrant enclave, seen as synonymous to a cesspool
of waste and disease that could leak out through its undefined borders. In San Francisco’s 19th
and 20th century Chinatown, city officials and travelogue writers represented the Chinese as
burdened by the weight of an ancient civilization and incapable of a beneficial change. Historian
Nayan Shah notes, “These officials and writers conceived of time, in relation to Chinatown and
the Chinese people, as a passage in which the physical environment was decaying and regressing
while the residents lived without past or future” (Shah, 43). The city’s jurisdiction over the
rezoning of the lower side of Manhattan which includes Chinatown has racist underpinnings, as
it sees the lives of the residents of Chinatown as something that can be easily changed by being
given loans and by being displaced through rezoning efforts.
On the other hand, Jing Fong encompasses Chinatown’s representation of a unionized
workplace, untouchable by natural disaster and a representation of a union between workers and
regulars, who are tied to Chinatown by familial and cultural connection. Now, it is now being
disrupted by the encroaching agents—the Chu family and the city government. Jonathan Chu is
the landlord that rented out Jing Fong’s space to its business owners and workers. Conducting
business is a way of life for many of the residents and workers of Chinatown. Jing Fong is an
example of that. Some wait staff, managers, chefs, and owners in Jing Fong feel that there is no
choice but to pack up and leave as the restaurant announced its closure. The pandemic was a
chance for the city government and landlords to capitalize on the increasing vacancy of the socalled immigrant ghetto.
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On January 23, 2020, a fire broke out on 70 Mulberry Street, Chinatown in the Museum
of Chinese in America (MOCA). The devastation of the museum by the fire foreshadowed the
decline of Chinatown during the pandemic, an aging neighborhood that needed to be “fixed up”.
Five percent of the museum’s items and artifacts could not be recovered and the building, of
course, had to undergo major recovery. Today, MOCA stands in its new adjacent building on
215 Centre Street in Chinatown, which was established in 2009 as part as an effort to relocate
and expand. On its website, MOCA says it aims to “make meaningful connections between the
past and present, the global and the local, themselves and others.” Its relocation was a signal for
the museum’s need for Chinese American archives to keep up with the times. However, housed
in a modern and largely glass building, the entrance of MOCA has less “historical character”
than its original building on Mulberry. Its big windows and vast open space juxtaposed its
outside—a crowded and loud Chinatown. The perceived timelessness of Chinatown is
encapsulated through the glass entrance, a way for onlookers to look in.
With a new and refined look, Chinese characters at the entrance, and an acronym that is
very close to that of the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA), the MOCA nevertheless sticks out
from its surrounding buildings. Museums are never apolitical in nature and in fact portray the
built environment of the history of a community, a glimpse into the past through objects and
portrayals that are largely affective. MOCA’s mission is to address the concern that “the
memories and experiences of aging older generations would perish without oral history, photo
documentation, research and collecting efforts” (About MOCA). The idea of a culture that is
preserved only through the old presents the oppositions of outdated and the updated; the old and
the new. MOCA’s Centre Street building is new, and its Mulberry Street building is old, and
rather than a phoenix rising from the ashes of its own initial destruction, MOCA has been
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revived through a necessary and natural necrotizing process, one that requires a monetary price
and a price of change in Chinatown. Following its forced closure, in 2021, MOCA accepted $35
million in funds from New York City as part of an agreement with Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plan to
build four borough-based jails (hyperallergic). The plan would go toward expanding the
Manhattan Detention Complex, a decision that the Lower Manhattan Community Board voted
against over concerns of gentrifying Chinatown (nyunews). Nancy Yao Maasbach, MOCA
president said that MOCA has “been opponents of the jail construction in Chinatown.” The city
government’s website states otherwise (prove). Additionally, Jonathan Chu, the landlord of Jing
Fong, is the co-chair of the museum board. They are tied together. Funds received from the city
are without a doubt tied to the jail expansion program and a diversion of funds from important
community institutions such as Jing Fong. They are tied together as a bribe for community
members like MOCA to agree with the expansion of the Manhattan Detention Complex.
This focus on MOCA is a fixation on the preservation of a historical character. All the
funds given to MOCA is simply welfare that is not going to businesses. As both a museum and
an archive, MOCA preserves important artifacts. But MOCA’s political stance falters in its way
to advocate for the Chinese American community as it is complicit in Chinatown’s economic
deficit. Community-based businesses. The development alienates MOCA from the community as
the community are seen as objects. Jing Fong could have been an alternative place to allocate the
funds to. Some people label Jing Fong as a landmark, important in its way to practically provide
for the living present. All these processes combined is a displacement of the older Chinese
community that aligns with places like Jing Fong and small generational businesses. The city is
not allocating the money to people. Continuing the use of Zhou’s “springboard,” the structural
violence is cyclical and is made aware to the residents.
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In 1990, Chinatown worker Chin said, "They may sell those apartments in a minute, but I
can promise you one thing. It won't be to Chinese yuppies. Among the Chinese, there are no
illusions about living in colorful, delightful Chinatown. That's for you white guys" (The
Washington Post 1990). The MOCA could be seen in one sense, as a contributor to this colorful,
delightful Chinatown. The question arises of whether if refurbishing the museum can sustain the
community. What is real community building in this context? Betty, who worked at MOCA in
high school told me that, “They didn’t really do anything for the community. I was working for
the children’s programs department and that was not just for Chinese kids. It was for everybody,
including white kids. I heard some white parents say that they were Asian in another life because
their kids love Chinese food so much.” Dim sum could be one of those Chinese food items. And
if there were still no dim sum restaurants offering yum cha hours and having dim sum ladies
push the carts, the traditional meanings of dim sum become progressively obsolete.
The concept of the new replacing the old is considered natural, as the “older generations”
and thus, the Chinese culture are relegated to “perishing” of natural causes in MOCA’s mission
statement. Hence, the city’s grant which was acquired by MOCA, to preserve the historical but
accentuating the idea of the naturally diminishing Chinatown. In this way, MOCA fossilizes
Chinatown. MOCA represents the frozen past, Chinatown’s community and its businesses are
the living present, and the developments schemes are the encroaching future. However, some
Jing Fong workers and residents of Chinatown are now thinking more comprehensively and
anthropologically and stand against acquiescing into the seemingly “natural” decline of
Chinatown’s businesses.
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MOCA’s glass front. (mocanyc.org)
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Voice & Power –
against the encroaching city

The Encroaching Future & The Frozen Past
The allocation of funds by the city government further blurs the line between economic
empowerment and the cultural. The allocation of $35 million to MOCA raises the questions of
providing help to a cultural institution rather than the surrounding area that needs the funds for
subsistence. This is all in the plans to drastically change Chinatown by establishing a boroughbased jail. Zishun Ning, with the Coalition to Protect Chinatown and Lower East Side, rejects the
notion that Mayor Bill de Blasio can “buy off” the community to achieve the goals of the
rezoning and the jail. He asks, “‘Who’s going to benefit? It’s the Chu family and Jonathan Chu is
co-chair on the MOCA board,’ Ning said. ‘It’s under his watch that the $35 million deal was
reached… It’s very ironic that the borough-based jails plan is one of the few big investments that
the city is making in Lower Manhattan, not to help with the recovery but to build a new jail’”
(liberation). The speculation of irony is only the tipping point of a structurally violent means of
claiming space through an establishment of an overarching policing authority. The entry of a
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new jail in Chinatown is another form of policing and a further isolation of the immigrant ghetto
in relation to the modernizing city. It is an addition to the large precinct that sits on Elizabeth
Street, which almost encroaches onto the corner of Canal Street. As I walked across the precinct
on the humid summer morning, I see five to six police officer team spread out into a random
pattern on the large stoop of the precinct as if they were protecting something or someone
important in the station. The precinct seemed all too imposing to be on the main street of Canal
Street, as it was a touristy area. Organizers laid out four demands ahead of the march: that CPC
end its 24-hour workdays for its home care attendants; that MOCA use the $35 million it had
received from the city of New York to fund the recovery of workers and small businesses
affected by the pandemic; that Chu reopen the Jing Fong dining hall he had closed earlier in the
pandemic, leaving its unionized staff without work; and that all parties apologize to the workers
of the Chinatown community. “They are trying to ignore us because they don’t want to admit to
themselves that they are part of such a racist, hateful institution that uses the Asian-American
community to prop itself up while beating it down at the same time,” said Jihye Simpkins, one of
the protest’s organizers and a member of the Coalition to Protect Chinatown and the Lower East
Side (liberationnews.org 2021).
On a brisk day on March 2, 2021, Jing Fong’s imminent closure prompted the residents
and workers of Chinatown, some of them who worked at Jing Fong to protest the landlord’s
eviction notice. Over 100 people gathered at the protest. Youth Against Displacement was one of
the main groups at the protest as they actively oppose the rezoning plans for neighborhoods
across the city to encourage luxury development. They note that de Blasio says that these
rezoning plans will create “affordable housing”, but that they only create high-rent apartments
for the profits of the developers and obliterate the low-income housing in our neighborhoods.
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They recognize that the mayor is contributing to the long history of racism in New York City by
targeting majority communities of color for displacement (actionnetwork.org 2021), suggesting
the complex history of Chinatown, which was historically a place of disposal for the supposed
deviants of society—Chinese immigrants and their families. In other words, Chinatown, was
created as a wastebasket for immigrants and their families. Frank Chin’s title of his work,
Chickencoop Chinaman encapsulates a description of a Chinatown, a “chickencoop” when
stereotyping Chinese people as a flock that is cooped up in a singular small space together.
Generational trauma is evoked when citing the Chinese people who were crammed into
Chinatowns and into tenements of inhospitable living conditions since the city did not know
what to do with Chinese people. And even when sustenance in America meant undertaking even
menial jobs, Chinese people were met with mass violence and hatred before and after the
Chinese Exclusion Act, which lasted from 1882-1943. Relegated as second-class citizens, the
voices of the elderly who experienced a Chinatown made dangerous by the city’s forced
redlining and isolating population policies were communicated through their children who are
now adults and young adults, protesting on the streets of Chinatown. However, this time, the
protest led by Chinatown’s non-profit organizers was against Chinese people. The main people
that were being held accountable were real estate developers and landlords Alex Chu and
Jonathan Chu who oversaw the eviction of Jing Fong and its estimated 400 employees. An
infliction of violence against one’s own community comes into question. As long-time landlords
of multiple buildings in Chinatown, the Chu family is known for their real-estate empire. “What
makes Chinatown’s future distinct from the other gentrifying neighborhoods of the city is the
degree to which gentrification can be controlled by the same ethnic group that currently runs the
neighborhood” (nymag.com). Thus, there is a recognition that these developers are acting in
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conjunction with the city government, a larger structure which seeks to capitalize on and
colonize Chinatown’s space. During the protest, a representative from the Coalition to Protect
Chinatown, a non-profit which has closely monitored the changing of property ownership of
buildings and space developments in Chinatown over the years, asked a rhetorical question,
“Isn’t this violence?” pointing to the ignorance of Margaret Chin, who is a councilperson
representing lower Manhattan. He goes on to say, “He wants to turn Chinatown into a big
museum.” The anthropological analysis is made by the non-profit in Chinatown. The explicit call
to the structurally violent actors in this situation is what I believe is a starting point, a new way of
communicating voice. Chinatown’s seemingly quiet working class are now yelling. The constant
pressures to say people are struggling to support their own families are starting to leak out onto
the streets. The frustrations towards the larger structures manned by city officials and real estate
developers that using Chinese bodies as pawns for a larger goal are now being translated into
speakerphones and collective shouting.

Over 100 people gathered outside the restaurant's landlord East Bank in Chinatown to protest its
closure (documentedny.com)
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During the protest which was in front of the East Bank on the main street of Canal, a
bank owned by the Chu family, Youth Against Displacement organizer Yolanda Zhang states,
“We’re always told that it’s natural, although unfortunate for small businesses to shut down due
to the pandemic. Jing Fong workers are standing up to point out that no, it’s not natural for big
landlords to evict small businesses in the midst of this pandemic, it’s not natural for the big
landlords to force a hundred-something workers to lose their jobs” (Zhang, The Indypendent
2021). Zhang calls attention to the Chu family behind this seemingly natural displacement of
workers. Their statement rejects the idea of natural causes and instead points to the idea that
Chinatown is transforming into a necropolis, one in which its borders is being defined by the city
government who gets to decide who gets to live, but ultimately also the one who decides who
gets to die. When someone dies of natural causes, the ambiguity is overbearing and places the
responsibility on the environment, which is omnipresent, and thus unblameable on anyone. The
lack of closure on the actual causes of death in the situation only accentuates the invisibility of a
community and represents the city’s animosity towards the ethnic enclave. Chinatown is seen not
as disposable but as a perishable tool that is used for the tourist industry. Historically,
Chinatowns were characterized by their hellish atmosphere. The burning of Chinatowns and the
lynching of Chinese people in the US in the 19th century is indicative of that. As the city
government grapples with the economic downturn of the city, it infiltrates the bubble of
Chinatown, showing that Chinatown has always been isolated from the modernizing city (Shah).
For the Chu family, the vision for the small businesses of Chinatown is limited, so they paint the
idea of a forced removal as inevitable and foreseeable during the pandemic. The announced
removal of Jing Fong signified the obstruction of life in Chinatown, which is its businesses, the
preservation of a tourist industry and a business that upholds the lives of many. During this
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protest, speakers spoke in Cantonese, Mandarin, English providing the lingual accessibility to
everyone that was participating. Chinatown was in trouble and now it is calling out from beyond
its boundaries of Chinese business owners, workers and residents. It was calling upon the ABCs,
the tourists, and whoever feels tied to Chinatown in some way, Chinese or not to come and save
an immigrant enclave that was being absorbed by the eclipse of the city. The protesters embodied
the several different groups of people that either lived or was connected to Chinatown in some
way. The threat of the city government and developers’ intentions sparked anger in the people
that were connected to Chinatown in some way or another and now they were responding as a
collective whole, in solidarity with the businesses that secure the life of Chinatown.
The protest in March also called attention to the city government itself. Protestors were
demanding that Mayor de Blasio recognize the decline of Chinatown businesses, a chance at a
redemption from his public refusal to listen to Chinese bakery 46 Mott’s business owner Patrick
Mock about suggestions to help Chinatown in the face of the pandemic. Protestors called on de
Blasio to provide more welfare to struggling businesses, as Chinatown’s presence is changing
more and more each day from the pandemic and the Chu family and the city itself. During this
same protest, workers attempted to hand-deliver a letter stating their demands but were denied
entry by bank employees with the assistance of the NYPD. Undeterred, workers and their
supporters circled around the bank several times chanting “Save Jing Fong, Save Chinatown!”
and “Shame on Alex Chu!” (documentedny.com 2021). Yet, according to a statement from
Jonathan Chu of Chu Enterprises, “The owners of Jing Fong decided that this type of extremely
large space is no longer sustainable for their restaurant. Nobody has tried harder to keep Jing
Fong in this space than we have. Jing Fong’s base rent has remained the same since 1993 – and
the restaurant hasn’t paid any rent for the last 12 months” (amny.com 2021). This form of
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boycott was circulated through social media platforms such as Instagram and Facebook, it
coincided with a pandemic version of collective action—social media protest. It demanded the
attention and response of the overseers of space in Chinatown, a sense of endangerment through
forced removals of businesses, the veins of Chinatown that kept the Chinatown running. These
series of protests were a part of the cancel culture that was slowly growing, to “call-out” larger
structures of society and make known the non-so-subtle and the subtle violence to the public.
Social media is “one of the few spaces that exists for collective feedback and where organizing
movements that threaten [conservatives’] social standing have begun,” Ibrahim said, “thus
compelling them to invert it into a philosophical argument that doesn’t affect just them, but
potentially has destructive effects on censorship for even the working-class individual” (Vox
2021). It was during the lockdown that these conversations about supporting small businesses
were beginning to arise, to target the larger structures of society that seemed to be impinging on
small businesses in immigrant enclaves such as Chinatown. Public protests create collective
subjects, in other words, a community. Usually, Chinatown is marketed by the city government
as an open neighborhood, a tourist destination for those who want to experience Chinese culture.
Through these protests, Chinatown’s community is opening up to the public in a way that the
city cannot control it, a way in which it does not stand as simply a cultural center for tourists as
the city makes it to be.
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Ties that Bind –
conclusion

The Living Present
It was cloudy on a Friday afternoon when I left the house with my mom. I had just
finished my class on Zoom and I had to take my mom to the dental office to meet my dad who
feared that he could not find a parking space at 8th Avenue where his dental office was. My
mom is always hesitant to bother me especially when I am busy with school. Yet, my mom had
just finished her eye surgery and was visually impaired, so I knew that I had to accompany her.
We walked out of the subway station, and onto the streets of bustling streets of 8th Ave. About a
year had passed since I came home from college to resume school and my daily life at home. The
normalization of daily pandemic life had found its place even in the largely Chinese immigrant
neighborhood of 8th Ave during a time of anti-Asian sentiments because of the pandemic. As I
maneuvered myself through the crowds with my mom, I felt a sense of calmness, a calmness
from knowing that if daily life could resume in 8th Ave, Chinatown. Yet, while I was moving
between the uncles and aunties who overwhelmed the sidewalks with their mini grocery carts,
my mom took her time to glance over the Chinese produce and the disposable masks of street
vendors who were selling them. That was the disconnect between us. My mom was focused on
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the good things of what to eat tonight and good deals on buying masks. Perhaps, my mom was
trying to hide the fact that she was in fact nervous about being attacked like the auntie by the
Hong Kong café. Meanwhile, I still felt the weight of the cloudy skies on my shoulders as I did
when I left the house. The closed shops behind their metal bars were symbolic of coldness and
elicited feelings of overwhelming urgency that overshadowed the feelings of sorrow and despair
in the community, the feeling of being uprooted and displacement. Subsequently, the
announcement of the COVID vaccination allowed for a more certain time of hope and revival of
daily life. In Chinatown, externally, there seemed to be a continuity of exchanges, and an
accentuated idea of the reviving Chinatown.
Yet, the sense of urgency I felt while walking with my mom elevated in the past year as
the unthinkable would occur. 8 people’s lives were taken in a mass shooting in Atlanta, Georgia
on the night before I accompanied my mom to 8th Ave on March 16, 2021. The victims' names
were Park Soon Chung, 74; Tan Xiaojie, 49; Delaina Ashley Yaun, 33; Hyun Jung Grant, 51;
Yue Yong Ae, 63; Feng Daoyou, 44; Kim Suncha, 69; Paul Andre Michels, 54. The killings that
took place in 2 folds occurred at 2 separate massage parlors. Of the victims, 6 were Asian
women (New York Times 2021). The perpetrator, a white man in his twenties, claimed that the
attacks were not racially motivated and that he had “a sex addiction.” “He was pretty much fed
up and had kind of been at the end of his rope and yesterday was a really bad day for him and
this is what he did,” CCSO Capt. Jay Baker said during a conference (NextShark 2021). The
Atlanta police department’s downplaying of the incident and the perpetrator's motives was an
attempt to silence the lives and voices of the Korean women who passed away that very week
during the conference, which was held to allay the worries of residents seemed to only be a
bandage over a sterilized wound, to not address the Asian community. This connects to the issue
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of visibility for Asian Americans. Asian Americans are held to a standard of the model minority
myth in the US and thus become invisible to the public. This changed during COVID-19 as
protests denouncing anti-Asian hate sentiment and protests denouncing larger structures such as
the New York City government and the Chu family occurred.
The day after the tragedy in Atlanta, the NYPD had increased its presence in Asian
communities throughout NYC. Yet the dispatching of cops in already marginalized
neighborhoods did not seem to help Asian peoples. As I walked my mom to the dental office to
wait for my dad on 8th Ave, I saw cops patrolling the streets where Chinese street vendors held
their businesses. According to my mother, they most likely did not have a permit to conduct their
businesses. The protection that the NYPD attempted to provide was a façade for more policing.
Policing is structurally violent, especially because it is mediated by racist institutions.
Additionally, The NYPD Asian hate crime task force places Asian Americans in the difficult
position of relying on an institution that has historically criminalized them. In Chinatown, lines
of elderly Chinese people with their shopping carts and reusable bags full of groceries and other
goods line the narrow platform of Canal Street station. I walk up the 4 flights of underground
stairs with my mother, holding her mini shopping cart. I walk the narrow platform to reach the
last 2 sets of stairs while looking back to make sure my mother is still behind and safe as she
walks past the banisters, which overtake much of the platform on our way to the last flights of
stairs, barely giving any passerby space to walk, to avoid falling into the subway tracks. This is
what all these old women have to do to take the Q or N train back home to their families. I reach
the top of the second to last flight of stairs and see the aunties and grandpas hastily dig their
pockets and bags for their MetroCard at the turnstiles. That one person opens the emergency exit
for an easy exit out of the train station, however, opening for the people to rush in, avoiding
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being seen by any cops. However, mom told me that the undercover cops have been cracking
down on fare evasion in recent weeks. I pass by the precinct that sits near the corner of Elizabeth
Street and count 5 or 6 cops surrounding the stoop that overtakes the narrow sidewalk. Wilson
notes, “The area of Chinatown was viewed as an exotic, picturesque urban quarter on the one
hand, and a site of racial pollution that had to be policed and surveilled on the other” (Kathryn E.
Wilson). This jail and the increased policing are attempts to control Chinatown. What is next?
Will policing be more intrusive to the businesses of Chinatown as landlords and the city
government are?
Manjusha Kulkarni, co-founder of Stop AAPI Hate and executive director of the Asian
Pacific Policy and Planning Council noted that as the economy opened more, it meant more
public interactions and opportunities to attack, a detriment to the people of Chinatown and
people of Asian descent. Businesses are a way of life for Chinatown’s business owners and
workers. However, they are not alone to stand against the structurally violent. Fortunately, in
times of crisis, communities are formed. And this community came in the form of Chinatown
volunteer foot patrols such as Protect Chinatown, volunteer clubs that help clean Chinatown’s
streets, and non-profits that raise funds for businesses in need of financial support that the
government cannot provide them with. Although Jing Fong officially closed its Mott Street
location, they will be relocating to a different part of Chinatown at a smaller location, possibly
replicating the liveliness of the Mott Street in its new future location. Its support will stay, as the
younger generations rise to be the voice for their elders. Zhou notes that no single economic
structure survives forever, but as long as new ventures emerge to take the place of old ones,
Chinatown “need not decline with the slowdown of the immigration on which it was built” (Min
Zhou 1992, 233). He further suggests that “The measure of an ethnic community, like that of a
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person, is not whether it lives forever but what it contributes for the time it exists and the renewal
it generates before and upon its death” (Zhou, 233). Zhou points to the contributions of
Chinatowns. Embodying livelihoods of businesses and cultural markers for placemaking and
community, The future of Chinatowns are dependent on those who wish to align themselves with
the enclave and include themselves. On November 10, 2021, Governor Hochul announced
Chinatown as $20 Million New York City Region Winner of Fifth-Round Downtown
Revitalization Initiative (DRI). As part of DRI Round 5, each of the state's 10 regional economic
development regions are awarded $20 million, to help communities boost their post COVID-19
economies by transforming downtowns into vibrant neighborhoods (governor.nyc.gov 2021).
Yet what that revitalization will look like comes into question. The “revitalization of
Chinatown,” rhetoric that has stressed by the city and smaller non-profit organizations in
Chinatown.
Like many of the business owners, workers, and residents of Chinatown, I was worried
that Chinatown was withering away. As an American born Chinese person, I never left the states
to visit where my parents are from, Hong Kong. I could imagine what it would be like through
the stories that my parents tell me and videos on YouTube. So, seeing Chinatown’s community
fall into a state of distress and loss brought me much despair. I thought future generations of
ABC’s like me would not be able to see Chinatown’s vibrancy, furthering the distance from
themselves and their cultural background. However, during the summer, I was researching
Protect Chinatown, a nonprofit that connects elderly people in Chinatown to chaperones and I
came across their digital sign-up form to volunteer as a chaperone. It was an opportunity for
young people to be connected to the community of Chinatown, a way to protect and connect with
the elders of Chinatown. As long as the younger generations are there, I predict Chinatown will
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not be fossilized and museumified as easily as time passes by the larger encroaching forces of the
city.
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Screenshot of Protect Chinatown’s volunteer sign-up form.
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Emotions responding to and being an Asian American is transnational for the AAPI
community. Americans’ political sentiments of the motherland are translated to the sentiments of
Asians who are in proximity to people who reproduce that hate. Li Wei notes the complexity of
contemporary Chinese settlements in urban and suburban areas require more extensive studies,
especially from comparative and transnational perspectives, as it creates an academic visibility
for overseas Chinese communities in the US.
It is imperative that scholars in various disciplines - native-born as well as immigrant,
ethnic Chinese or non-Chinese, from all perspectives be encouraged and urged to
research the areas such as spatial distribution, settlement pattern, community form,
economic engagement, sociocultural institution, ethnic identity, political representation,
local reaction and intergroup relation. This would present a complete portrait of
contemporary Chinese settlements and their transnational connections in the globalization
era. (Li Wei 2005, 38)
I wonder about the dim sum ladies that usually serve me and my family at yum cha because they
will eventually grow too old to serve dim sum. Will there be a generation of ABC’s that will
become dim sum ladies as well? How will the younger generations of Chinese people in the US
continue uplift their elders and mobilize Chinatowns in hopefully what would be a postpandemic world?
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